Since the concept of IFS-probability was proposed, the probability theory for IF-events has been constructed. In this paper the concepts of IVFS-probability and IVIFS-probability are proposed for the first time. And the representation theorem for IVFS-probability is given. Furthermore, the relationships between IFS-probability, IVFS-probability and IVIFSprobability are discussed.
Introduction
Since the concept of fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh in 1965 [1] , the theories of fuzzy sets and fuzzy systems have been developed rapidly. In 1986, the notion of an intuitionistic fuzzy set was introduced by Atanassov [2] as a generalization of a fuzzy set.
An intuitionistic fuzzy set [2] in X , X ̸ = ∅, is an expression A given by A = {⟨x, (µ A (x), ν A (x))⟩|x ∈ X } with µ A (x), ν A (x) : X → [0, 1] satisfying the condition 0 ≤ µ A (x) + ν A (x) ≤ 1 for all x ∈ X .
The numbers µ A (x) and ν A (x) denote, respectively, the degree of membership and the degree of nonmembership of the element x in the set A. We will denote by IFSs the set of all the intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X . And for simplicity, we define A = (µ A , ν A ). The closed interval [f A (x), g A (x)] denotes the degree of membership of an element x in the set A. We will denote by IVFSs the set of all interval-valued fuzzy sets in X . And for simplicity, we define
Theorem 1 ([4] 
(ii) The map g assigns to every IFSs B = {⟨x,
where
Then IFSs and IVFSs are equivalent, and are generalizations of the notion of FSs.
The notion of an interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set was introduced for the first time by Atanassov and Gargov [4] as a generalization of an intuitionistic fuzzy set.
Definition 1 ([4]
). An interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set in X , X ̸ = ∅, is an expression A given by
denote, respectively, the degree of membership and the degree of nonmembership of the element x in the set A. We will denote by IVIFSs the set of all the interval-valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets in X . And for simplicity, we define
In [5, 6] , the definition of an IFS-probability was introduced. And in [7] , the representation theorem for probability for IFS-events was proved.
In this paper, we introduce the definitions of IVFS-probability and IVIFS-probability for the first time. On the basis of the proposed new concepts, the relationships between IFS-probability, IVFS-probability and IVIFS-probability are investigated.
Preliminaries
Let (Ω, S, P) be a classical probability space. An IF-event is a pair
In this paper we shall use the additivity based on Łukasiewicz connectives:
With respect to the ordering,
Definition 2 ([5]
). An IFS-probability is a function P : IFSs → D[0, 1] satisfying the following axioms:
In [6] , Ciungu and Riecan gave a representation theorem for the IFS-probability.
Theorem 2 ([7]
). For every IFS-probability P : IFSs → IVFSs, there exist constants β, γ and probabilities P, R 1 , R 2 with βR 1 ≤ γ R 2 such that P is given by the following formula:
IVFS-probabilities
Definition 3. An IVFS-probability is a function P : IVFSs → D[0, 1] satisfying the following axioms:
Theorem 3. Let P be an IVFS-probability and g : IFSs → IVFSs be the map defined in Theorem 1; then P •g is an IFS-probability. ((µ B , ν B ) ).
(
From Definition 2, we have that P • g is an IFS-probability.
Theorem 4.
Let P be an IFS-probability and f : IVFSs → IFSs be as defined in Theorem 1; then P • f is an IVFS-probability.
From Definition 3, we have that P • f is an IFS-probability.
The IVFS-probability enjoys the following representation theorem.
Theorem 5.
For every IVFS-probability P : IVFSs → IVFSs, there exist constants β, γ and probabilities P, R 1 , R 2 with βR 1 ≤ γ R 2 such that P is given by the following formula:
. From Theorems 2 and 3, we know that
and therefore
IVIFS-probabilities
Definition 4. An IVIFS-probability is a function P : IVIFSs → D[0, 1] satisfying the following axioms:
Definition 5. A map h : IVIFSs → IFSs is defined as follows: 
Proposition 1. Let h be the map defined in Definition
5; then h : (IVIFSs, ⊕, ⊙) → (IFSs, ⊕, ⊙) is a homomorphism. That is, ∀ = ([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ]), B = ([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ]) ∈ IVIFSs, we have h(([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ]) ⊕ ([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ])) = h(([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ])) ⊕ h(([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ])) h(([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ]) ⊙ ([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ])) = h(([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ])) ⊙ h(([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ])). Proof. (i) h(([f A , g A ], [h A , i A ]) ⊕ ([f B , g B ], [h B , i B ])) = h(([f A , g A ] ⊕ [f B , g B ], [h A , i A ] ⊙ [h B , i B ])) = h(([f A ⊕ f B , g A ⊕ g B ]
